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COVID-19 health, safety and wellbeing guideline for the Western Australian building and construction industry

Purpose
The purpose of this Guideline is to provide a consolidated up-to-date source of reliable information
for all members of the Industry to assist them to effectively manage the health, safety and wellbeing
impacts of COVID-19.

Scope
This Guideline should inform activities of all people and organisations who have a role in the safe and
reliable operation of the Construction Industry. It is relevant to all sectors of the Industry including,
commercial and residential building, civil construction, and construction on resource sector sites.
The Guideline is designed to be an additional source; it is not intended to replace information
provided by individual Industry organisations or companies.
The Guideline is relevant to all personnel attending on a building site or project, including
management, staff, employees, contractors and service providers, as applicable.
The Guideline seeks to be consistent with other information made available by each of the
organisations that have endorsed the Guideline. If there are any inconsistencies between this
Guideline and other information provided by an industry organisation or Government, clarification
should be sought from the relevant industry organisation. For this purpose, and for all enquiries
regarding this Guideline, the following contacts should be used:
Organisation

Name

Phone

Email

CFMEU Construction & General
Division WA

Bob Benkesser,
OS&H Officer

(08) 9228 6900   bbenkesser@cfmeuwa.com

Civil Contractors Federation WA

Andy Graham, CEO

(08) 9414 1486 agraham@ccfwa.com.au

Construction Contractors
Association

Peter Moore, CEO

0419 800 733

Construction Training Fund

Eamon Moore, A/
Executive Director

(08) 9244 0100 EMoore@ctf.wa.gov.au

Electrical Trades Union Electrical, Energy & Services
Division, WA Branch

Peter Carter, State
Secretary

0403 601 991

Master Painters & Decorators
Australia

Amanda Dawes, CEO (08) 9471 6673 amandad@masterpainters.asn.au

Master Plumbers and Gasfitters
Association WA

Murray Thomas, CEO (08) 9471 6617 murrayt@mpawa.asn.au

MATES in Construction

Brad Geatches, CEO

ccawestaust@gmail.com

peter@etuwa.com.au

(08) 9463 6664 bgeatches@micwa.org.au

National Electrical &
Carl Copeland,
Communications Association WA Chapter Secretary

(08) 6241 6100 Carl.Copeland@necawa.asn.au

National Fire Industry
Association

Glen Chatterton

(07) 3882 2273 gchatterton@nfia.com.au

Plumbing and Pipe Trades
Employees Union

Brian Bintley, State
Secretary

0477 551 505

ReddiFund

Kieron Gubbins, CEO 0439 285 833

b.bintley@ppteu.asn.au
kgubbins@reddifund.com.au

The Guideline will be regularly updated to reflect changes resulting from Government
announcements, directions of the Western Australia Chief Health Officer and best practices.
The up-to-date Guideline is available at the websites of each of the above organisations.
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Background
Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses that cause respiratory infections. These can range
from the common cold to more serious diseases. Coronavirus (COVID-19) is a disease caused by
a new form of coronavirus. It was first reported in December 2019 in Wuhan City in China. Other
coronaviruses include Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS).

How does COVID-19 spread?
Health authorities around the world believe COVID-19 is spread from close contact with an infected
person, mostly through face-to-face contact or between members of the same household. COVID-19
is spread by people with symptoms when they cough or sneeze. People may also pick up COVID-19
from surfaces contaminated by a person with the infection.

Does COVID-19 survive on surfaces?
Studies suggest that COVID-19 may persist on surface for a few hours or up to several days. This
may vary under different conditions such as the type of surface, temperature or humidity of the
environment.

What are the symptoms?
A coronavirus infection can cause mild to severe respiratory illness. The most common COVID-19
symptoms reported are:
•
•
•
•
•

fever
breathing difficulties and breathlessness
cough
sore throat
fatigue or tiredness.

COVID-19 is most likely to spread from person-to-person through:
•
•

Close contact with an infected person.
Touching objects or surfaces (such as door handles, tables and mobile phones) contaminated
by a person with the infection.

Close Contact
Close contact means having face-to-face contact for more than 15 minutes with someone who has
a confirmed case of COVID-19, or alternatively sharing a closed space with them for more than two
hours.
Close contact can happen in many ways, but examples include:
•
•
•
•

living in the same household or household-like setting (e.g. a boarding school or hostel)
direct contact with the body fluids or laboratory specimens of a confirmed case
being in the same room or office for two hours or more
face-to-face contact for more than 15 minutes, such as in a car or a lift or sitting next to them
on public transport.

State of Emergency
The Western Australian Government has declared a State of Emergency to manage COVID-19. This
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provides the Chief Health Officer with additional powers to issue directions to help contain the spread
of COVID-19 and keep WA safe.
The WA Government has worked effectively with representatives of the Building and Construction
Industry (“the Industry”) to manage the impacts of COVID-19 on construction employee wellbeing and
on the operations of the industry.
This Guideline has been informed by information provided by WA Government authorities including
WorkSafe and the WA Department of Health, and also by information prepared by the organisations
that have endorsed them. They seek to guide employers and workers through the various health,
safety and wellbeing workplace issues they may encounter arising from COVID-19.

COVIDSafe APP
The Federal Government has developed an app to assist to control the spread of the virus by
supporting efficient and effective contact tracing. The Government advises that the APP is key to
gradual relaxation of limitations on society.
Workers should be encouraged to download and install the COVIDSafe app. The app helps state and
territory health officials to quickly contact people who may have been exposed to COVID-19.

Controlling Risks on Site
A risk assessment regarding the risk of COVID-19 to that workplace should be undertaken involving
Health and Safety Representatives (HSRs). This is to identify areas and individuals which may be
of greater risk. Strategies and controls should be implemented at the workplace to ensure the risk
of spreading COVID-19 is reduced as far as practicable. Information on the following subjects is
provided to support workplace risk assessments and development of strategies and controls:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Screening workers coming to site
Workplace Mapping
Physical Distancing
Hygiene
Shared Tools, Plant and Equipment
Cleaning and Disinfecting
Personnel Hoists

•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Protective Equipment
Common Areas
Inspections
Travel
General Communications
Vulnerable workers

Screening Workers Coming to Site
To minimise the risk of transmission of COVID-19 on site, employers should implement a two-phase
screening process, which includes:
Initial Declaration – to be completed by all workers (including people who attend site), including
current and new-starters. Each worker should declare, to the best of their knowledge, they:
•
•
•
•
•
•

have not been diagnosed with COVID-19 in the last 14 days;
are not in a period of 14-day quarantine as directed by a health professional;
have not been overseas in the last 14 days;
have not been in contact with anyone who has COVID-19;
have not been in contact with anyone who has been tested for COVID-19 and is awaiting the
result; and
do not have anyone in their household with symptoms consistent with COVID-19.

Ongoing Declaration – Following the initial declaration, each worker should be asked prior to the
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commencement of each shift, to the best of their knowledge:
•
•
•
•

have they been overseas or interstate in the last 14 days;
have they been in contact with anyone who has COVID-19;
have they been in contact with anyone who has been tested for COVID-19 and is awaiting the
result; and
do they have anyone in their household with symptoms consistent with COVID-19.

If a worker declares any of the above, they may be required to self-isolate.
Screening should be conducted while maintaining safe distances or over the phone before entering
site, on a mobile app, via text message system, or other non-contact methods. Sharing of pens,
notebooks and computers for the declaration process should be avoided.

Self-isolation
The WA Department of Health advises that self-isolation must occur in the following circumstances:
•
•
•

•

•

if you have been tested for COVID-19: you must isolate yourself in your home (or other
suitable accommodation) while you are waiting for your result.
if you have been tested positive for COVID-19: you must self-isolate in your home (or other
suitable accommodation) until you have been told you can be released from isolation.
if you have been in close contact with a confirmed case of COVID-19: you must isolate
yourself in your home (or other suitable accommodation) for 14 days after the date of last
contact with the confirmed case.
if you arrived into Western Australia by air, sea, rail or road in the last 14 days: you must selfisolate in your home (or other suitable accommodation) for 14 days from the date of arrival
(some exemptions may apply).
if you have returned from overseas, you will be subject to mandatory self-isolation for 14
days at your first Australian destination. Suitable accommodation will be made available. You
will not be permitted to return home or transit to another state until your 14-day self-isolation
period is completed.

Self-isolation means you must stay in your home, hotel room, or other accommodation even if
you are perfectly well with no symptoms. If you live in a unit or apartment block you must stay in your
unit or apartment. You cannot attend public places such as work, school, shopping centres or
go on a holiday. Only people who usually live with you should be in the home. Do not see visitors.
You must stay in your place of isolation and NOT GO OUT, except to seek medical care. You should
call ahead for advice.
If a worker is in self-isolation and they need medical or welfare assistance, they should use the
following contacts:
•
•
•
•
•

Welfare assistance, phone Department of Communities on 1800 032 965.
Emergency dental assistance, phone 0429 441 162.
Mental health assistance, MATES in Construction 1300 642 111 or Beyond Blue on 1300 224
636.
Emergency medical assistance phone 000.
Other medical assistance contact your General Practitioner (GP). If your GP is not able to
assist, contact an after-hours GP telehealth service.

If a worker is required to self-isolate, they must not attend work and should advise their employer that
they must self-isolate and the reason why.
Medical certificates are not required for people who need to self-isolate.
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Workplace Mapping
If a worker has been confirmed as having COVID-19, those who are potentially affected need to be
quickly identified.
Employers, in conjunction with HSRs, should implement processes to record the schedule and work
locations for workers, that enables tracing of those who have had contact with the confirmed case.
The record should include:
•
•
•
•

day and time work was undertaken;
members of teams that worked together;
specific work area on the construction site; and
any breaks taken, including time and location.

Movement between sites, or areas within large sites, should be minimised.
Where attending multiple sites is necessary (e.g. for HSRs, first aiders, emergency wardens),
movement between sites should be recorded in the workplace mapping.

Physical Distancing
Physical distancing of at least 1.5 metres between workers should be maintained wherever possible.
Employers should consider each work task and whether there is a safe alternative way to undertake
the work with appropriate physical distancing. Consideration should be given to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marking safe distances in work, transit and break areas (e.g. on floors and walls).
Different shift patterns to minimise the number of workers onsite (e.g. AM/PM shifts).
Staggering start times, breaks and finish times to avoid congestion in high traffic areas.
Minimising workers coming into contact with each other as they move around the site.
Planning for how physical distancing will be maintained during inclement weather (e.g. use of
lunch or crib rooms and amenities).
Installing temporary physical barriers (e.g. fences, screens) between work areas, where
appropriate.

Where it is not possible to undertake work tasks and maintain physical distancing, other control
measures need to be implemented. For example:
•
•
•

Minimise the number of worker to worker interactions that need to be completed within 1.5
metres.
Minimise the number of workers involved in activities that need to occur within 1.5 metres of
each other.
Provide personal protective equipment (PPE) (e.g. gloves, masks, glasses).

More information about the safe use of PPE is set out below.
Where essential work activities need to be undertaken in restricted spaces (e.g. lift shafts, personnel
hoists, lifts), the number of workers working in the space should be minimised.

Hygiene
Good hygiene practices and general cleaning helps to minimise the spread of COVID-19.
Employers must review general hygiene requirements and the cleaning regimes in place.
Employers must display health information in prominent locations on the construction site such as tea
rooms, site offices, toilets, foyers, lifts and site entrances.
Every effort must be made by employers to upgrade personal hygiene and minimise worker to worker
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contact and all workers must co-operate in all necessary measures to achieve these objectives.
These measures should include:
•

•
•
•

Promoting regular hand washing with soap for at least 20 seconds. Employers should facilitate
regular hand washing by providing ease of access/additional facilities where possible and by
communicating to all workers where hand sanitisers are located and encouraging their regular
use.
Promoting good cough etiquette by covering your cough and sneeze, or cough into your elbow
or shoulder.
Avoiding touching nose, eyes or mouth.
Providing hand sanitiser and/or hand washing facilities with soap at all site entrances and exits
to hoists/plant, amenities and areas/levels of the site.

Employers must ensure that workers have access to appropriate amenities. Employers must review
and revise the number and locations of amenities, to reduce movement around the site.
Amenities need to include:
•

•
•
•
•

Hand washing facilities (whether permanent or temporary), such as a wash basin, clean
running water, soap and paper towels, placed in strategic locations to ensure employees
can access them in a timely manner. Touch-free and swipe through functionality should be
provided as this eliminates the need to touch surfaces.
Access to hand sanitiser.
Rubbish bins with touch-free lids (e.g. foot pedal bins).
Thorough and regular sanitation.
Appropriate waste management systems.

Shared Tools, Plant and Equipment
Workers should avoid the shared use of tools, plant and equipment wherever possible. For example,
drop saws, drills, grinders, ladders or elevating work platforms should not be used by more than one
worker.
Where it is not possible to eliminate shared use:
•
•
•
•

Provide cleaning products (e.g. alcohol spray or solution) where communal tools, plant and
equipment are located.
Keep cleaning products with tools, plant and equipment as they move around the site.
Ensure all operators thoroughly wash or sanitise their hands before and after every use.
Ensure all parts of tools, plant and equipment (e.g. including handles, handrails) are wiped
down before and after use.

Shared use of phones, desks, offices, computers and other devices should also be avoided. Where
this is not possible, these items should be regularly disinfected.

Cleaning and Disinfecting
Cleaning and disinfecting of surfaces is to be conducted using cleaning products as per Work Safe
Australia cleaning guidelines (https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/covid-19-information-workplaces/
cleaning-prevent-spread-covid-19).
Cleaning and disinfection of amenities and meal areas must occur between work group breaks.
Cleaning and disinfection of Personnel Hoists/plant should occur at the end of each hoist/plant
operator shift.
Implement regular cleaning and disinfection (minimum of twice daily) to ‘Frequently Touched
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Surfaces’, surfaces such as toilets, door handles, stair handrails, light switches, lift buttons, table
tops.
There should be an increased frequency of industrial grade cleaning/additional cleaning/disinfecting
on sites across all areas with particular emphasis on commonly touched/communal surfaces.

Personnel Hoists
Workers using hoists and lifts may be at greater risk of exposure to COVID-19, because they are
required to be in close contact with others and potentially contaminated surfaces.
Control measures to reduce the risk in personnel hoists should include systems of work, physical
distancing, personal hygiene, PPE and cleaning. Further guidance material on personnel hoists risk
COVID-19 risk control is provided at Appendix 1.

Mobile Plant and Vehicles
Wherever possible, one designated person should operate each item of mobile plant (e.g.
excavators, loaders, skid steers). If this is not possible, touch surfaces are to be wiped down when
leaving the machine.
Where multiple operators are needed, e.g. asphalt pavers, revise workflows as much as possible to
minimise close contact. Where close contact is unavoidable, PPE should be worn.
One person per vehicle (i.e. just the driver) is recommended in trucks and single cab vehicles. Two
people is permissible if the journey is less than 15 minutes (i.e. avoiding close contact). Two people
are permitted in dual cab vehicles, with the passenger seated in the rear on the passenger side.
Truck drivers should remain in their vehicles during loading/unloading of goods/materials, if possible.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Employers must provide information, instruction and training on the safe use, decontamination and
maintenance of any PPE provided.
Any PPE provided needs to be practical for the work environment (e.g. allowing the necessary
visibility and mobility) and properly decontaminated or disposed of at the end of every shift.
Employers should monitor and encourage correct use of PPE, for example providing information on
posters and digital screens about:
•
•

Washing or sanitising hands before putting PPE on, and putting face protection on before
gloves
Removing gloves before face protection, washing or sanitising hands after removing PPE and
decontaminating or disposing of used PPE safely.

Common Areas
Common areas on sites, such as the amenities, pose risks and these are reduced by ensuring the
following measures are adopted:
•
•

Time spent in those areas must be limited so as not to breach limits on close contact
recommended by the WA Department of Health.
Staggering of meal breaks and separation of work groups to achieve maximum personal
space and reduce the number of people accessing those areas at any one time consistent
with the WA Government’s requirements (i.e. the total number of persons present in the indoor
space at the same time must not exceed the number calculated by dividing the total area,
measured in square metres, of the indoor space by four).
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•
•
•

•
•

Sanitisation must occur between occupation of amenities by different work groups.
Spread out furniture to ensure physical distancing measures in common areas.
There should be an increased frequency of industrial grade cleaning/additional cleaning with
specific emphasis on cleaning after each meal breaks in those areas - employers must follow
the specific guidance of the WA Department of Health (insert link to Department of Health
guidelines).
Workers electing to minimise amenity access.
Staggered working hours must be considered on sites with appropriate consultation (however,
consideration must be given to Construction Management Plans, and workers must be given
adequate notice of a change in hours).

Inspections
Additional inspections of sites are likely to be conducted by WorkSafe. Everyone should ensure all
measures are in place to ensure compliance. Employers and HSR’s are encouraged to work together
to assist in achieving this important objective.

Travel
Adequate arrangements should be made by workers to ensure their travel to and from work is
conducted safely in accordance with Government advice and that adequate sanitisation facilities are
in place for workers upon arriving at the work site and when returning to the work site during work.
Workers should ensure that for transport to and from work they adhere to the physical distancing
guidelines and if in vehicles, ensure the driver is alone in the front of the vehicle and a single
passenger is in the rear seat (like the rules for Taxis and Uber). For single cab vehicles (i.e. twoseater), there should only be one passenger per vehicle. Work vehicles that are shared should be
regularly cleaned to ensure adequate hygiene and protection.

General Communication
Ensuring everyone is informed is fundamental to managing this pandemic and ensuring the safe
operations of construction sites.
These Guidelines have been developed to be communicated to all employers, workers and
stakeholders. Everyone is urged to regularly promote and adhere to these Guidelines.
Site inductions should be updated to include information on COVID-19 potential risks and workplace
specific controls that have been implemented such as daily screening, health checks and symptoms of
COVID-19, staggered start, finish and meal times, good hygiene practices and cleaning regimes and
PPE requirements.
Toolbox talks should be regularly conducted, and workers encouraged to put forward ideas for
changing work practices to avoid the spread of COVID-19. Where reasonably practicable, pre-start
and toolbox meetings should be held outdoors with 1.5 metre spacing.
Toolbox talks should also include updates from the Chief Health Officer as they occur and additional
information on the severity of the pandemic and the importance of physical distancing and hygiene.

Vulnerable Workers
The WA Department of Health has identified the following groups of people as vulnerable workers in
relation to COVID-19:
•

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 50 years and older with one or more chronic
medical conditions.
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•
•
•
•

People 65 years and older with a chronic medical condition.
People 70 years and older.
People with compromised immune systems.
People who are pregnant.

Employers should risk assess roles that may have a higher chance of exposure to COVID-19 and
implement controls to address these risks. For example, higher risk roles may include Peggy/Cleaner,
Hoist/ Lift Operator, First Aider.
Where practicable, vulnerable workers should not be assigned to higher risk roles.

Other Measures
Construction sites are diverse and vary in complexity, therefore employers should apply a riskbased approach and implement reasonably practical controls based on the environment and specific
hazards at each site. In addition to the above strategies and controls other measures may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Using alternatives to face to face meetings, where practicable.
Reducing the length and numbers of people attending meetings, especially for critical
employees, by requiring some, or all, to dial in.
Consider off-site fabrication.
Ensure working from home arrangements are enabled, where feasible.
Structuring management teams to ensure contingency in the event of team members needing
to be isolated or quarantined at home.

What if a worker has been diagnosed with COVID-19?
If a worker becomes a confirmed case of COVID-19, the worker must not attend the workplace under
any circumstances. This is part of the employer’s and worker’s obligation to ensure a safe workplace.
Positive test results should also be immediately communicated by the worker to the employer. If
the diagnosed worker is employed by a subcontractor working for the head/principal contractor, the
worker’s employer must immediately notify the head/principal contractor of the positive diagnosis.
Whenever there is a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 in WA, the relevant medical facility/provider is
mandated to immediately advise WA Department of Health. Subject to the following, WA Health will in
turn notify the employer.
WA Health will notify the employer and provide appropriate advice only when the worker has been
deemed to be infectious while on-site and where there are necessary actions for a site to take
(whether in cleaning or assisting in contact tracing activities). This means that where an employee
on a building and construction site, was working on site, and was infectious, WA Department of
Health will work with and notify the employer (with all due consideration of privacy). Note that, WA
Department of Health will not routinely notify an employer if a worker has been confirmed positive but
was not on site at any point during their infectious period.
Employer organisations and unions can call the WA Department of Health Information Line 13 268 43
if they want more information on the steps to be taken in these circumstances.
The principal/head contractor must advise relevant union representatives and appropriate
arrangements should be made to communicate with all site workers as to the required actions,
without delay.
All workers on the site must be fully informed of what has occurred as soon as possible, ensuring
appropriate privacy considerations are complied with. The WA Department of Health requirements
are likely to include a mapping exercise of who the affected worker has had close or casual contact
with, and where the worker has been on the site.
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Following identification and contact with all potential identified persons, any instructions of WA
Department of Health must be adhered to.
Workers with a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 must follow all medical advice provided by their
health care practitioner and/or the relevant government agency. This will include a 14-day selfisolation period and testing requirements. Following the WA Department of Health determining that
the affected worker is no longer required to isolate, the employer will facilitate an immediate return to
work.
Where there has been a worker on site who has tested positive for COVID-19, other personnel that
may have had close contact with the confirmed case will be identified and notified by WA Department
of Health.
The employer is required to accept any advice and direction of WA Department of Health regarding
any actions required to minimise the risk of transmission, which may include the partial or complete
closure of the site for disinfecting and cleaning and the reopening of the site.
Following a COVID-19 confirmed case on site, the employer/principal must immediately implement a
cleaning and disinfection regime which should be overseen by a competent person who can ensure
that the process complies with any WA Department of Health requirements and also manages the
risks specific to the site.
Employers who are responsible for undertaking and overseeing the cleaning and disinfection regime
following a confirmed case of COVID-19 must verify on its completion that the agreed process was fully
executed and implemented, prior to recommencing work.
Large and complex building and construction sites present a greater risk of coronavirus (COVID19)
transmission in the event of a confirmed case on site. Larger sites involve more workers on site, high
volumes of workers working in reasonably close proximity to one another, or workplaces which may
have difficulty in confining workers and teams to specific areas of the site, site amenities and other
common areas.
For these sites where the employer and relevant unions consider it warranted, a hygienist (or other
suitably competent person) may be engaged for the purpose of verifying to the parties (employer and
employee representatives) that the cleaning/disinfection process was undertaken in accordance with
the DHHS guidance and requirements prior to recommencing work. The hygienist (or other suitably
competent person) for these larger more complex sites will need to be engaged as early as possible
and be provided with all relevant information to ensure that verification is not delayed once cleaning
has been completed.
By way of example, upon confirmed diagnosis, the Principal contactor is required to commence
cleaning on the site. The following is to take place:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Through the workplace mapping process, identify all the areas the worker was in during the
last 24 hours - this should be conducted by the Site Manager as a minimum.
Cleaning of the site should be undertaken as per the WA Department of Health advice.
A cleaner should be engaged to conduct the cleaning in accordance with the above advice.
All common areas, hoists, plant, equipment and the work areas where the worker had been in
the last 24 hours (as per the workplace mapping) should cleaned.
Cleaning should be undertaken with no workers on site.
Upon completion of the cleaning, a signed record should be provided detailing the areas
cleaned and the products used.
This information is to be provided to the HSR and relevant unions.

Safe Work Australia has guidance material on cleaning to prevent the spread of COVID-19
(https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/covid-19-information-workplaces/cleaning-prevent-spreadcovid-19)
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Employers and employees should also ensure that they take steps to prevent employees
discriminating against others of a particular race/ethnic background and/or those who have
contracted COVID-19. Employers should ensure managers and supervisors have been trained to
identify and prevent this kind of discriminatory behaviour and that support is in place for workers
who feel they are being discriminated against for these kinds of reasons. Employers should ensure
policies regarding anti-discrimination and privacy are up to date.

What if a worker is experiencing some of the COVID-19 symptoms but has not
been diagnosed?
The WA Government advises that any person will be considered for COVID-19 testing if they meet
the following criteria and another diagnosis is not more likely:
•
•
•

presenting with a fever (≥38°C);
a recent history of a fever (e.g. night sweats, chills); or
an acute respiratory infection e.g. shortness of breath, cough, sore throat.

COVID clinics are open across the Perth metropolitan and regional areas. People seeking testing
in regional areas, where there isn’t a COVID clinic should go to a public hospital, health service or
remote health clinic. Make sure you phone ahead to advise of your symptoms.
Patients with a GP referral can now be tested for COVID-19 at select private pathology collection
centres
If a worker is away from work and experiences any COVID-19 symptoms, they should call the
COVID-19 Information Line on 13 268 4313 and/or seek immediate medical assistance.
If a worker is at work or onsite and experiences any of these symptoms, the worker should
immediately advise the employer, leave work and call the COVID-19 Information Line on 13 268
43 and/or seek immediate medical assistance. The worker should ensure, with the employer’s
assistance, that in travelling home or to medical attention from the site, that precautions are taken to
avoid exposure to others, consistent with Government advice.
The employer cannot request or direct any worker in self-isolation, or quarantine, or with symptoms
of COVID-19 to attend work.

What if a worker has been identified as having had close contact with someone
diagnosed with COVID-19?
A worker must self-quarantine at home if they have come in close contact with a person who has a
confirmed case of COVID-19.

Close Contact
Close contact means having face-to-face contact for more than 15 minutes with someone who has
a confirmed case of coronavirus (COVID-19), or alternatively sharing a closed space with them for
more than two hours.
Close contact can happen in many ways, but examples include:
•
•
•
•

living in the same household or household-like setting (for example, a boarding school or
hostel)
direct contact with the body fluids or laboratory specimens of a confirmed case
being in the same room or office for two hours or more
face-to-face contact for more than 15 minutes in some other setting such as in a car or a lift or
sitting next to them on public transport.
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What if a worker has been identified as being in casual contact with someone
diagnosed with COVID-19?
A worker who has only been in casual contact with a confirmed case of COVID-19 must monitor
themselves for symptoms for 14 days from the time after the casual contact. These people are not
required to self-quarantine at home. Casual contact is defined as:
•

•

Spending fewer than 15 minutes face to face with a person who is a confirmed case in the 24
hours before they showed symptoms until the case is no longer considered by WA Department
of Health to be infectious; or
Sharing a closed space for fewer than two hours with a person who is a confirmed case in the
24 hours before they showed symptoms until the case is no longer considered by Department
of Health to be infectious.

If the worker does not have any symptoms of COVID-19 (i.e. fever, shortness of breath, sore throat
and coughing), the worker can continue to attend work.
A worker who shows symptoms of COVID-19 should immediately notify the employer, leave work and
call the COVID-19 Information Line on 13 268 43 and/or seek immediate medical assistance. The
worker should ensure, with the employer’s assistance, that in travelling home or to medical attention
from the site, that precautions are taken to avoid exposure to others, consistent with Government
advice.

What if a worker has returned from overseas?
If a worker has returned from overseas, they will be subject to Government mandated 14-day
quarantine at their first Australian destination. Suitable accommodation will be made available. The
worker will not be permitted to return home or transit to another state until their 14-day self-isolation
period is completed.
A State of Emergency has been declared by WA under the Emergency Management Act. This allows
the WA Police to enforce self-isolate measures and to impose penalties on individuals or bodies
corporate that do not comply with requirements to self-quarantine. This will affect employees who are
returning from overseas travel and workers who have either had close contact or been diagnosed
themselves.
Workers are required to observe WA Government requirements regarding non-essential travel.
Employers and workers should cancel non-essential activities including business travel, visits, social
and sporting activities.

What if a worker has returned from interstate?
Strict border controls are in place to limit the spread of COVID-19. People cannot enter Western
Australia unless an exemption has been granted.
An exemption may be granted to a person who ordinarily travels from one State or territory to another
State or territory for work purposes for regular periods according to established work schedules (i.e.
a FIFO worker), provided that the person will, at the expense of the person’s employer, complete
a mandatory 14 day period of self-isolation in an appropriate location immediately after entering
Western Australia and before the person enters a workplace in Western Australia.
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Mental Health
Construction employees are over-represented in Australia’s tragic suicide toll. The reasons for this
include:
•
•
•

construction workers have relatively less employment and financial security;
being male dominated, males are less likely to seek or offer help with mental health; and
alcohol and drugs are commonly consumed and are regularly misused.

The impact of COVID-19 on the lives of all Australians has been dramatic. It adds a further source of
pressure and stress on construction workers and their families.
Construction is undertaken in regional WA on a FIFO basis and there is currently a high level of such
work underway at new mine developments in the Pilbara. Research has shown that FIFO is a factor
that can compound on other issues that are typically contributing to poor mental health and suicide
risk. Some companies are seeking to reduce COVID-19 risk by increasing the roster swing duration
on site.
MATES in Construction (MATES) provides mental health and suicide support to the Building and
Construction Industry through the following integrated services:
•
•
•
•

On-site training that increases awareness about poor mental health and suicide, while also
increasing propensity to seek and offer help.
A 24-7 helpline which is available for all employees and direct family members in the Industry.
Suicide intervention to address people in critical need of support.
Professional case management support for Industry employees and their direct family
members which involves developing a professional support/referral plan, with proven success
to significantly improve the circumstances of the people who are supported.

Due to the requirements of COVID-19 social distancing, MATES onsite training has been
discontinued by employers. This has removed a critical conduit for people needing support because
the MATES training is a central means through which workers connect with the professional support
provided by MATES.
MATES believes that its training can be undertaken at most sites while observing the social
distancing and hygiene requirements in this Guideline. Therefore, employers are encouraged to
discuss suitable arrangements to recommence MATES on-site training consistent with the physical
distancing, hygiene and other factors in this Guideline and the specific circumstances of each site.
With the curtailment of on-site training, it is critical that employers adopt the following measures to
make workers aware that the MATES support is available for them if they are struggling with their
mental health:
•
•
•

MATES Field Officers continue to be available to liaise with site personnel – employers are
encouraged to engage with them and support their presence on site.
Displaying MATES promotional material prominently on site, particularly highlighting the
availability of the MATES 24-7 helpline.
Participating in MATES webinars which will be held most weeks.

Links to MATES COVID-19 support posters can be found on the MATES website.

Additional points in relation to COVID-19
We encourage all employers, workers and unions to work together during this difficult time.
For further guidance, you can call the WA Department of Health COVID Information Line (13 268 43).
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Where to go for COVID-19 updates
and further information
WA Government COVID-19 advice and requirements
https://healthywa.wa.gov.au/coronavirus
https://www.dmirs.wa.gov.au/content/dmirs-covid-19-coronavirus-information

National COVID-19 advice and requirements
https://www.health.gov.au/news/health-alerts/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-health-alert

National guidance for managing safety in the context of COVID-19
https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/

COVID-19 and Australian workplace laws
https://coronavirus.fairwork.gov.au/
https://coronavirus.fairwork.gov.au/coronavirus-and-australian-workplace-laws/pay-and-leave-duringcoronavirus

Jobkeeper and other Federal Government employee support packages
https://treasury.gov.au/coronavirus/households

Federal Government Support for businesses
https://treasury.gov.au/coronavirus/businesses
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APPENDIX 1 – PERSONNEL HOISTS COVID-19 RISK CONTROL GUIDANCE
It is acknowledged that not all hoists and lifts are identical in size or dimension, and they have varying weight
limits.
Where it is not possible to implement physical distancing measures in a personnel hoist, all other available
control measures need to be used.
Control measures may include:
Limiting worker movement between levels and floors on site, where possible and safe to do so.
• Reviewing which hoists are available for use on site and identifying if additional hoists can be used (for
example where a partially occupied building is under construction, consider whether a residential lift be
used solely for construction persons).
• Physical distancing of 1.5 metres and hygiene systems to be followed when waiting for hoist,
particularly on floors where worker volumes may increase during peak times (start, break, finish times).
For example, the ground floor, floors with meal or break out spaces and floors with bathroom amenities.
The diagram below shows how physical distancing should be implemented in hoist waiting areas.
• Determine how many workers can use a hoist at any time (including hoist operator) taking into
consideration the limited duration and additional control measures in these Guidelines.
• Mark out hoist floor, identifying:
• where workers stand
• what direction they are to face when in the hoist to avoid face to face contact
• sequencing of entering and exiting.
• Mark the hoist waiting area at each floor ensuring the physical distancing is maintained
• Regularly communicate and remind workers (eg through posters, digital displays):
• diagram of positioning of workers and sequence of worker entering
• not to touch walls/doors of the hoist
• advise the cleaning regime in place.
• During peak periods have system in place to limit crowding of workers entering/exiting the work area.
For example:
• developing a schedule for use of the hoist
• staggering what floors workers are to use the hoists.
Hoist operators may be exposed to additional risks. They should:
•

•
•
•

Be provided with PPE that protects them from worker to worker transmission and from touching
contaminated surfaces (e.g. face shield or surgical mask/P2 respirator and glasses).
Perform frequent hand washing with soap and water or the application of hand sanitiser positioned
within the hoist.
Where possible, change hoist operator every two hours into a different role.

Example of physical distancing in hoist waiting areas
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APPENDIX 2 – EMPLOYEE SCREENING FLOW CHART
To minimise the introduction of COVID-19 on site, a screening process has been recommended for worksites to
ensure all workers have declared they have not been overseas or in contact with anyone who has coronavirus.
The below flow chart outlines questions to be asked and the process to be followed.

YES

MANDATORY GOVERNMENT
ISOLATION
TO BE UNDERTAKEN BEFORE
ATTENDING THE WORKSITE

HAVE YOU RETURNED
FROM OVERSEAS FROM
28TH MARCH?

YES

NO

HAVE YOU BEEN IN CLOSE
CONTACT WITH SOMEONE
WHO HAS A CONFIRMED CASE
OF COVID-19?

SELF QUARANTINE TO
OCCUR AS PER DHHS ADVICE

NO

ARE YOU EXPERIENCING
ANY SYMPTOMS
CONSISTENT WITH
COVID-19?

YES
DO NOT ENTER
WORKSITE / GO HOME

CONTACT EMPLOYER

NO
COMMENCE WORK AND
BE ALERT IF COVID-19
LIKE SYMPTOMS
DEVELOP

SEEK MEDICAL ADVICE &
RETURN TO WORK WITH
MEDICAL CLEARANCE

COVID-19 SYMPTOMS INCLUDE: COUGH, FEVER, TIREDNESS, SHORTNESS OF BREATH

WHERE A WORKER IS EXPERIENCING HARDSHIP AND THEY RECEIVE INCOLINK OR PROTECT
REDUNDANCY CONTRIBUTIONS, THEY MAY BE ABLE TO ACCESS INCOLINK/PROTECT BENEFITS.
CLOSE CONTACT IS DEFINED AS:
1.

SPENDING MORE THAN 15 MINUTES FACE TO FACE WITH A PERSON WHO IS A CONFIRMED
CASE IN THE 48 HOURS BEFORE THEY SHOWED SYMPTOMS UNTIL THE CASE IS NO LONGER
CONSIDERED BY DHHS TO BE INFECTIOUS; OR
2. SHARING A CLOSED SPACE FOR MORE THAN TWO HOURS WITH A PERSON WHO IS A
CONFIRMED CASE IN THE 24 HOURS BEFORE THEY SHOWED SYMPTOMS UNTIL THE CASE IS NO
LONGER CONSIDERED BY DHHS TO BE INFECTIOUS
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APPENDIX 3 – WORKER WITH COVID-19 SYMPTOMS
NOT YET DIAGNOSED FLOW CHART
What to do if a woker is experiencing some of the COVID-19 symptoms
but has not been diagnosed:

WORKER EXPERIENCES
SYMPTOMS AT HOME

WORKER EXPERIENCES
SYMPTOMS AT WORK

YES

YES

STAY AT HOME AND
NOTIFY EMPLOYER

IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY
EMPLOYER
YES

YES

LEAVE SITE VIA
APPROPRIATE TRAVEL TO
PREVENT SPREADING

CALL COVID-19
HELPLINE: 13 268 43

RETURN TO WORK
WHEN FIT TO DO SO

IF IN DOUBT SELF
ISOLATE FOR
14 DAYS

BE TESTED FOR
COVID-19
ISOLATE AT HOME
AND INFORM
EMPLOYER
AWAIT TEST
RESULTS IN
ISOLATION
INFORM EMPLOYER
OF TEST RESULTS

COVID-19 SYMPTOMS INCLUDE: COUGH, FEVER, TIREDNESS, SHORTNESS OF BREATH

WHERE A WORKER IS EXPERIENCING HARDSHIP AND THEY RECEIVE INCOLINK OR PROTECT
REDUNDANCY CONTRIBUTIONS, THEY MAY BE ABLE TO ACCESS INCOLINK/PROTECT BENEFITS.
CLOSE CONTACT IS DEFINED AS:
1.

SPENDING MORE THAN 15 MINUTES FACE TO FACE WITH A PERSON WHO IS A CONFIRMED
CASE IN THE 48 HOURS BEFORE THEY SHOWED SYMPTOMS UNTIL THE CASE IS NO LONGER
CONSIDERED BY DHHS TO BE INFECTIOUS; OR
2. SHARING A CLOSED SPACE FOR MORE THAN TWO HOURS WITH A PERSON WHO IS A
CONFIRMED CASE IN THE 24 HOURS BEFORE THEY SHOWED SYMPTOMS UNTIL THE CASE IS NO
LONGER CONSIDERED BY DHHS TO BE INFECTIOUS
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APPENDIX 4 – WORKER HAS HAD CLOSE CONTACT WITH SOMEONE
DIAGNOSED WITH COVID-19 FLOW CHART
WHAT TO DO IF A WORKER HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING HAD CLOSE CONTACT WITH
SOMEONE DIAGNOSED WITH COVID-19:

WORKER IS INFORMED OF CLOSE CONTACT BY
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

YES

INFORM EMPLOYER AND STAY AT
HOME (QUARANTINE) FOR 14
DAYS

IF THE WORKER IS WELL THEY MAY
REACH AN AGREEMENT WITH THEIR
EMPLOYER IN RELATION TO THE PERIOD
OF SELF QUARANTINE (TAKING LEAVE,
WORKING FROM HOME IF POSSIBLE)

WORKER SHOULD CONTACT
COVID-19 HOTLINE AND FOLLOW
REQUIRED PROCEDURES

IF THE WORKER SHOWS SYMPTOMS THEY
CAN UTILISE ANY AVAILABLE LEAVE
ENTITLEMENTS OR UNPAID SICK LEAVE

COVID-19 SYMPTOMS INCLUDE: COUGH, FEVER, TIREDNESS, SHORTNESS OF BREATH

WHERE A WORKER IS EXPERIENCING HARDSHIP AND THEY RECEIVE INCOLINK OR PROTECT
REDUNDANCY CONTRIBUTIONS, THEY MAY BE ABLE TO ACCESS INCOLINK/PROTECT BENEFITS.
CLOSE CONTACT IS DEFINED AS:
1.

SPENDING MORE THAN 15 MINUTES FACE TO FACE WITH A PERSON WHO IS A CONFIRMED
CASE IN THE 48 HOURS BEFORE THEY SHOWED SYMPTOMS UNTIL THE CASE IS NO LONGER
CONSIDERED BY DHHS TO BE INFECTIOUS; OR
2. SHARING A CLOSED SPACE FOR MORE THAN TWO HOURS WITH A PERSON WHO IS A
CONFIRMED CASE IN THE 24 HOURS BEFORE THEY SHOWED SYMPTOMS UNTIL THE CASE IS NO
LONGER CONSIDERED BY DHHS TO BE INFECTIOUS
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APPENDIX 5 – WORKER HAS HAD CASUAL CONTACT WITH SOMEONE
DIAGNOSED WITH COVID-19 FLOW CHART
WHAT DO TO IF A WORKER HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED AS BEING IN CASUAL CONTACT WITH SOMEONE
DIAGNOSED WITH COVID-19:

WORKER IS INFORMED
OF CASUAL CONTACT
YES
CONTINUE WORKING
SYMPTOMS DEVELOP

YES
WHERE POSSIBLE EMPLOYERS MAY
AGREE TO TAKE SOME PRUDENT
STEPS TO ACCOMMODATE
WORKING FROM HOME

YES
NOTIFY EMPLOYER
IMMEDIATELY
YES
LEAVE SITE VIA
APPROPRIATE TRAVEL
TO PREVENT
SPREADING
YES

IF IN DOUBT SELF
ISOLATE FOR 14 DAYS

RETURN TO WORK
WHEN FIT TO DO SO

CALL COVID-19
HELPLINE: 13 268 43

CONDUCT TEST FOR
COVID-19
ISOLATE AT HOME
AND INFORM
EMPLOYER
AWAIT TEST
RESULTS IN
ISOLATION
INFORM EMPLOYER
OF TEST RESULTS

CASUAL CONTACT IS DEFINED AS:
1. SPENDING FEWER THAN 15 MINUTES FACE TO FACE WITH A PERSON WHO IS A CONFIRMED CASE IN THE 24 HOURS BEFORE
THEY SHOWED SYMPTOMS UNTIL THER CASE IS NO LONGER CONSIDERED BY DHHS TO BE INFECTIOUS; OR
2. SHARING A CLOSED SPACE FOR FEWER THAN TWO HOURS WITH A PERSON WHO IS A CONFIREMD CASE IN THE 24 HOURS
BEFORE THEY SHOWED SYMPTOMS UNTIL THE CASE IS NOT LONGER CONSIDERED BY DHHS TO BE INFECTIOUS
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